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ABSTRACT 

We describe the development and build-up of a 3-D positioner for ultrasonic testing with single- and multi-element transducers, 

supporting a scan area of up to 300 × 300 mm. The machine is realized with a delta kinematic using many components from the 

consumer/maker area. It can be easily mounted onto a water basin, containing the test object to be scanned. Software control is 

realized via G-code, as popular in CNC. With additional components, the positioner can be re-configured and re-used as a high-

quality 3-D printer. 

 

KEYWORDS: Ultrasonic testing, synthetic aperture, positioning, 3-D printer   

1. INTRODUCTION  

In material diagnostics, non-destructive ultrasonic testing is an established method. As an imaging method, many A-scans are 

taken while the probe is guided in a defined distance to the surface of the test object. The coupling medium is e.g. water, 

whereby the test object is placed in a basin. Many solutions for positioning tasks are available, such as 1-D sliders [1], 2-D 

positioners [2], 3-D positioners [3], or 3-D positioners with additional degrees of freedom [4, 5]. Various implementations exist 

in terms of Cartesian systems [2], articulated arm robots [6], delta robots [7, 8], up to pentapods [9] or hexapods [10].  

Looking for a versatile, cost-efficient positioner for planar ultrasonic measurements using single- and multi-element transducers, 

we were unable to identify an out-of-the-box solution. 

2. REQUIREMENTS AND IMPLEMENTATION OPTIONS 

As pentapod and hexapod systems are too far away from a desirable implementation, they were left out for further investigations. 

Table 1 summarizes the requirements and adequacy for nearby implementation options. 

 

Requirement Articulated arm Cartesian Delta 

portable in typical laboratory environments (90 cm entrance width) typically not   

movable by 1…2 people without special equipment typically not   

easy set-up, ready to use with water coupling for various basin size    

splash water resistance  difficult  

operational area of 300 × 300 mm in X/Y-plane    

sub-millimeter positioning accuracy in X/Y-plane    

operational area of 200 mm along Z-axis    

sub-millimeter positioning accuracy along Z-axis    

programmable tilting of the ultrasonic probe in 2 axes by ±30°  special special 

easy to use software interface, compatible with G-code ?   

enable scan into big water basins (mount positioner on top of basin)    

flexible tool head design for further positioning task    

cost-efficient solution no   
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Table 1 Requirements on the positioner and general adequacy of possible implementations. 

3. IMPLEMENTATION 

As a result from Table 1, we chose a delta kinematic, known from some 3-D delta printers [8]. For building such devices, many 

high-quality components are available in the consumer/maker area. However, to build a splash-water resistant device to be set 

onto a basin, a complete re-design was necessary. Therefore, all components normally located at the bottom, such as motors, 

control unit, power supply, etc. were moved to the top. The bottom was configured in such a way that the robotic arms with the 

effector can reach down into the basin. Fig. 1 shows a sketch of the concept. The individual parts will be introduced in the 

sequel. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: Upside-down construction of the 3-D delta positioner. The construction can be put on a container, where the device under 

test is located in a liquid medium. Components which are normally located in the bottom (motors, electronics, etc.) were moved 

to the top. This offers the arms the necessary freedom to reach through the bottom ring to the device under test. 

3.1 LINEAR GUIDES 

The linear guides, forming the three towers, are essential for precise positioning and long life time. They need to have a low 

friction and should be lash free. Ideally, lash should be readjustable. Low friction is necessary for smooth movements without 

slip-stick effect. Rigidity is important to prevent vibrations caused by rapid movements. Depending on the design of the delta 

machine, there exist various implementation options: A basic decision is either (1) to use a mechanical structure out of aluminum 

profiles or sheet metal and mount linear guides on it or (2) to combine the mechanical structure and linear guide in one piece. 

Option (1) with mounted round guides, as used in many low-cost 3-D printers, was discarded because of low rigidity. Following 

option (2), as a smart solution the Makerslide profile [11] was investigated. It is an open source hardware component, providing 

two special V-shaped rails for wheels to roll on. Comparable, but even more rigid and robust is the OpenBuilds V-slot 

profile [12]. Here, instead of an outer V-rail, an inner V-slot is used. Finally, the decision fell on the 20 × 60 mm V-slot profile, 

forming the three towers with integrated linear guides. 

3.2 DRIVE TRAIN 

To design the drive train, two main components have to be decided: The motor type and the kind of actuator. For the motors, two 

basic options exist. (1) Open loop (without feedback of the actual position), such as stepper motors, and (2) closed loop, such as 

servo motors or closed loop stepper motors. The main benefit of closed loop motor systems is the much better efficiency. The 

motor current can always be kept to a minimum without losing positioning accuracy. For the sake of cost efficiency, the decision 

fell on normal stepper motors. Those are available for about 20 € per motor, while closed loop positioning systems would cost at 

least 120 € per motor. 
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To get the rotating motion of the motors into linear motion for the carriages, an actuator is necessary. There are mainly two 

options: (1) timing belts or (2) spindles. The main advantage of spindles is the much better step resolution at low pitches, while 

belt drives offer high moving speeds. A disadvantage of spindles is the high price for units with very high straightness (more 

than 100 € per spindle). If the spindles are not straight, they force the carriage to wobble around which will lead to imprecise 
movements of the effector. For the sake of a cost-efficient solution, the decision fell on belts. 

 

The choice of belts requires those optimized for positioning tasks. These belts have a semicircular tooth profile. One is the 

commonly in desktop sized positioning systems used GT2 belt [13]. These belts have 2 mm pitch, are usually 6 mm wide and 

consist of polychloroprene or polyurethane with glass fiber. A serious requirement is that the belts do not stretch, as this would 

lead to imprecise positioning of the effector. There also are belts with steel core, but they are very sensitive to small pulleys as 

the steel core will crack soon. Less stretchy than GT2 belts [13] are HTD 3M belts [14]. They also have semicircular tooth 

profile, but at 3 mm pitch and with a thicker belt back. HTD 3M belts and pulleys are the choice for this project. The cost is 

about 120 € for 6 m of belt, which is sufficient for all three towers, including pulleys. 

3.3 FRAME CONSTRUCTION 

To achieve the best flexibility for ultrasonic probing, the idea was to build the delta positioner upside down. Fig. 1 shows the 

concept. Instead of placing electronics and motors in the bottom, as usually done in 3-D delta printers, they will be integrated on 

top. This will give freedom to the arms (3) for reaching through the bottom ring (5). Then, the whole device can be put on a 

container, where the device under test is located. The bottom ring is connected by aforementioned 20 × 60 mm V-slot profiles 

(2) to the upper frame out of two triangles from aluminum extrusion profiles (1). The space between the two triangles is for 

motors and electronics. Many delta positioners use aluminum construction profile to connect the three towers. It is wide spread 

available at different sizes for a reasonable price. 

 

For accurate and fast positioning a sturdy and warp resistant frame is essential. While the aluminum extrusion profiles are rigid 

themselves, a method is required to connect them in a rigid and precise way. Using plastic parts from injection molding or 3-D 

printing would provide a very cheap solution, but for rigidity it is better to use metal parts to connect the profiles. At the low 

quantities it is only economical to CNC mill the parts. To avoid expensive 5-axis CNC machining and lots of reclampings, the 

connectors were designed out of sheet metal. The sheets are mortised into each other and secured by screws and nuts. Sheet 

metal could also be laser cut, but for better precision CNC milling was chosen. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: Aluminum edge connector out of sheet metal with stepper motor. 

 

Fig. 2 shows the design of the edge connectors. The connector consists of six main parts. The motor mount (4) and distance plate 

(7) specify the distance between lower (1) and upper edge connector (3). Each aluminum profile is bolted by two screws to these 

edge connectors. For precise alignment of the aluminum extrusion profiles, the profile aligner (5) is aligned by register pins (6) 

to the edge connectors. This way the aluminum extrusion profiles result in an isosceles triangle. The 20 × 60 mm V-slot profiles 

slide into the rectangular cutout next to the distance plate and are secured by screws through the edge connectors. Screws with 
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nuts in the inserts keep the parts firmly connected. Using the nut inserts is much more reliable and also reduces production cost a 

lot compared to threaded holes in the aluminum. M5 screws have been used at the whole frame to keep the assembling easy 

without a lot of tool changes. The size M5 is given by the 30 × 30 mm item profiles slot nuts and the threaded hole in the ends of 

the V-slot profiles. Between the V-slot profile and the motor mount the belt can pass through the lower edge connector to the 

bottom part of the frame. 

 

Considering the lower frame, a main requirement is to give the arms enough freedom to reach through the bottom of the lower 

frame into the basin with the device under test. Here, it is necessary to use a different design than at the top. Straight aluminum 

extrusion profiles would interfere with the arms. One idea was to use bended aluminum extrusion profiles. However, the 

problem with bended aluminum extrusion profiles is the high cost, at least if it has to be very precise. As an easier solution, a 

massive CNC-milled bottom plate was chosen. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: Bottom Frame, designed as one massive CNC-milled ring. 

 

Fig. 3 shows the design of the bottom ring. The ring is milled out of 20 mm aluminum sheet material. This makes the ring very 

solid and heavy at about 6.5 kg for solid stand of the positioner. There are also profile aligners with register pins attached to the 

ring to check the length of the profiles for the upper part. It also aligns the 20 × 60 mm V-slot profile by the cutout. As before, 

the V-slot profiles are secured by three M5 screws through the ring. The idler pulley guides the belt through a cutout in the ring. 

The bottom of the ring contains three rubber feet for a solid and scratch-free stand. Furthermore, a 2 mm deep cutout compatible 

with international standard gastro norm (GN) 2/1 containers is provided, enabling to set the positioner on top of such a 

widespread and cost-effective standard container. 

3.4 CARRIAGE, EFFECTOR AND ARM DESIGN 

For fast movements of positioning systems it is necessary to keep the weight of moved mass as low as possible without losing 

rigidity. Especially the arms and the effector have to be lightweight, as the whole forces that occur during motion are forwarded 

into the ball joints of the carriages. The ball joints are essential for precise positioning. They need to have as little lash as 

possible, be rigid, low friction, water resistant and lightweight. There are mainly three options: (1) Regular metal ball joints, 

(2) plastic ball joints, or (3) magnetic ball joints. Magnetic ball joints were discarded because of limited carrying capacity 

(determined by the retention force of the magnets), although they offer very low friction and absolutely zero lash. Plastic ball 

joints were chosen as a lightweight solution. 

 

The arms, connecting the carriages and the effector, were chosen to be built from carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CRP) with 

80 mm arm distance. 
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Fig. 4: Effector assembly with fitting sleeves for precise positioning of the ball joints. 

Right image shows the cut through the effectors center plane. 

 

Fig. 4 shows the design of the effector. It is a fused deposition modeling (FDM)/fused filament fabrication (FFF) 3-D printed 

part. It needs to be precise, but because of its complexity it would require expensive 5-axis milling. As an alternative, 3-D 

printing enables very lightweight and precise enough parts. For best alignment of the plastic ball joints, fitting sleeves (2) are 

used. An M3 screw (3) will tighten the balls of the ball joints (1) against the effector. Nuts in the nut inserts (6) enable tough and 

reusable screwed connections. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5: Carriage assembly out of aluminum sheet metal and 3-D printed arm mount. 

 

For the carriage a similar approach is used. Fig. 5 shows the assembly. The V-wheels are screwed onto a CNC milled aluminum 

plate (1). While three V-wheels are theoretically enough to keep the carriage aligned to the V-slot profile, four V-wheels are 

used for a more rigid alignment. Two V-wheels of one side are adjustable by eccentric spacers (6) for lash-free linear guiding. 

The wheels are secured by M5 screws. During the assembling process of the carriages the eccentric spacers are tensioned first, 

afterwards the M5 screws are tightened. Whenever necessary the M5 screws can be loosened and the eccentric spacers tightened 

again. The other two wheels are secured by normal spacers (9). In the right image shaded areas show a cut. This enables to show 

the assembly of the arm mounts (2) (similar to the ones used at the effector) as well as the belt tensioning mechanism (5). The 

belt tension can be adjusted easily by driving the appropriate M3 screw. The other end of the belt will be placed in a loop around 

the pin below the belt tensioner. The 3-D printed arm mount is aligned by register pins (8) to the aluminum plate. Hexagonal 

inserts for nuts in the 3-D printed part enable a solid and reliable screwed connection. The arm mount has a flag (3) for triggering 

the end-stop switches. Those will be mounted to the upper frame and are essential for precise homing of the carriages. 
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3.5 ULTRASONIC PROBE HEAD 

The ultrasonic probe head is required to support tilting, such that the probe can be adapted to inclined or non-planar specimens. 

Therefore, a gimbal mechanism is implemented, driven by two servo motors. 

 

 

Fig. 6: Assembly of the ultrasonic probe head. This probe head adds two controllable axes to the positioning system. 

The right image shows a cut through the rotating axes of the gimbal. 

 

Fig. 6 shows the assembly of the ultrasonic probe head. The frame of the gimbal is split into an upper (6) and lower (4) part. The 

servo for tilting the outer ring (9) is connected to the lower frame. The other servo (8) is connected to the outer ring and controls 

the inner ring (3). To the inner ring a probe mount (2) is connected. This mount is to hold ultrasonic probes (1) of a diameter of 

9.5 mm. For future applications the probe mount can be redesigned easily and adapted to other probes of up to a diameter of 

21 mm. For mounting the tilting rings with very low lash and friction a pair of ball bearings is used for each axis (marked in pink 

in the cross-sectional view). At maximum tilting the inner servo gets very close to the bottom of the US probe which means it 

can touch water. The servos are splash water resistant by default. For improved water resistance the output shafts were sealed 

with O-rings (3.0 × 0.8 mm). The bottom of the servos has been sealed with silicone sealant. This should enable temporary use 

in water, comparable to IP67. 

3.6 3-D PRINTING HEAD 

The designed machine is intended to be easily re-configured as a high-quality 3-D printer. Therefore, the ultrasonic probe head is 

replaced by a print head, as depicted in Fig. 7. Furthermore, a heated print bed is placed into the bottom ring (cf. Fig. 9). 

 

 

Fig. 7: Assembly of the print head with hotend, fans and Z-probe. 
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3.7 ELECTRONICS AND FIRMWARE 

To control the positioning system, adequate electronics is necessary. It has to support at least three stepper motors for the 

carriages, one stepper motor for the extruder (in 3-D printer configuration), three end-stop switches, two servo motors for tilting 

the ultrasonic probe, and a temperature measurement. It is also required that the system is easy to use and compatible to G-code. 

For G-code compatibility it is necessary to do the delta kinematic calculations on a microcontroller inside the positioning system. 

The selection of hardware goes hand in hand with the available firmware for the controller. Regular professional CNC 

controllers are not an option as they are only for Cartesian machines and do not offer temperature measurement. Much better 

suited are electronics for 3-D printers. Thanks to the maker scene and, e.g., the RepRap project [15], a variety of open source 

developments are available. During the last years, many electronics have been developed; in the beginning especially Arduino 

(ATmega2560 at 16MHz) based 8 bit electronics. Since 2015, 32 bit electronics for 3-D printers are booming. Especially delta 

kinematics requires complex calculations in short time, which will profit most from using 32 bit electronics. Nowadays, there 

exist several 32 bit controller based electronics such as [16, 17, 18]. Most of the boards use soldered on stepper drivers which 

makes it difficult for maintainability. All boards are able to drive delta kinematics with the appropriate firmware. 

 

For this project, the RADDS (RepRap Arduino-Due Driver Shield) [19] was chosen. It is compatible with an Arduino Due 

(32 bit Cortex-M3 CPU at 86 MHz) [20], outperforms the requirements, is open source (CC BY-NC-SA 3.0), and provides very 

high quality. It supports up to six stepper motors, three servo motors, six high current loads (heaters and fans), displays, SD card 

reader, six end-stop switches, five temperature measurements, and more. The modularity of the board makes it very universal 

applicable and in case of defective components they can be replaced easily. 

 

 

Fig. 8: Electronics assembly consisting of Arduino Due, RADDS (RepRap Arduino-Due Driver Shield) [19], and stepper 

drivers. 

 

Fig. 8 shows the assembly of Arduino Due (2) with the RADDS shield (1) on top. Screw terminals (6) supply current over fuses 

(5) to the board and put out power to high current loads. The Arduino Due has two micro USB ports on board. One is the native 

USB port of the CPU which is not used. The one marked (9) in the figure is for programming the Arduino and transceiving G-

code. The micro SD card slot enables executing G-code directly from a memory card without connection to a PC. The RADDS 

shield has six sockets for stepper drivers, where four are used for this project. 

 

The stepper drivers mainly consist of a small PCB with pin headers to fit the jacks on the shield, plus a stepper driver integrated 

circuit (IC). Besides supplied power, they get digital signals from the microcontroller (enable, step, direction) to adjust the angle 

of the motor shaft. Many different stepper driver ICs exist. One of the main distinctive features is the microstepping. It enables to 

divide the motors full steps into smaller steps, up to 1/256 microstepping. It is not just for a much more precise adjustment of the 

motor angle, it also enables a much smoother and quieter operation of the motor. A problem with microstepping is the non-linear 

relation between desired and real angle of the motor shaft. A valuable resource about this problem is [21], where the linearity of 

some common stepper drivers is investigated and compared. The developer of the aforementioned RADDS also provides a 

stepper driver board, called RAPS128 (RAADS Power Stepper Driver with 1/128 Microstepping) [22]. As this board is superior 

in all relevant features, it is chosen to drive the motors. 
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4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

As a result, we built up a prototype of the designed 3-D delta positioner. With its 82 cm diameter, about 1 m height, and a weight 

of about 40 kg, it fulfills the requirements for a handy mechanical set up. Table 2 summarizes all initially set requirements and 

the corresponding features. 

 

Requirement Feature Check 

portable in typical laboratory environments (90cm entrance width) ∅ 820 mm × 1020 mm height  

movable by 1…2 people without special equipment configured as positioner: 27 kg 

configured as 3-D printer: 42 kg 

 

easy set up and ready to use with water coupling for various basin size completed and ready to use  

splash water resistance unique upside-down design  

operational area of 300 × 300 mm in X/Y-plane ∅ 425 mm   

sub-millimeter positioning accuracy in X/Y-plane theoretically 0.002 mm 

practically ≈ 0.1 mm 

 

operational area of 200 mm along Z-axis 300 mm  

sub-millimeter positioning accuracy along Z-axis theoretically 0.0014 mm 

practically ≈ 0.05 mm 

 

programmable tilting of the ultrasonic probe in 2 axes by ±30° Servo-controlled tool head  

easy to use software interface, compatible with G-code USB interface, G-code compatible  

enable scan into big water basins (mount positioner on top of basin) bottom ring offers necessary freedom  

flexible tool head design for further positioning task modular tool head system for the effector  

cost-efficient solution ≈ 2000 € material cost  

 

Table 2 Requirements and features of the developed positioner. 

 

The theoretical positioning accuracy was investigated by simulating the delta kinematics, depending on different microstepping 

modes of the carriage stepper motors. Table 3 depicts the results. 

 

Microstepping X [mm] Y [mm] Z [mm] 

1 0.25 0.25 0.14 

2 0.125 0.125 0.07 

8 0.032 0.032 0.018 

16 0.016 0.016 0.0091 

128 0.002 0.002 0.0014 

 

Table 3 Theoretical positioning accuracy, depending on microstepping. 

 

Clearly, these values will deteriorate in practice due to imperfections from frame, pulleys, belts, arms, joints, bearings, stepper 

drivers, motors, etc. However, it can be concluded that even without microstepping the required sub-millimeter positioning 

accuracy in X-, Y-, and Z can be achieved, in theory. In practice, we apply 128 microstepping and we could verify very high 

positioning accuracy by performing 3-D printing experiments. The 3-D printing functionality can be easily configured by adding 

a heated print bed, extruder, hot end, etc, as these additional components are also available as parts of the developed prototype. 

Both use-cases are depicted in Fig. 9 as 3-D sketches. 
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Fig. 9 left: 3-D positioner for ultrasonic synthetic aperture measurements set onto a Gastronorm container GN2/1. 

right: positioner extended to a high-quality 3-D printer (added heated print bed, extruder, hot end, etc.)  
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